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Boutsen Aviation Already
Flying Sky High in 2019
January 31st, 2019 – Monaco – Even though it has been less than a month into the new year, Boutsen Aviation is already
moving at full speed with new aircraft added to the listing, mandates to source, new members joining the team, as well
as traveling for industry-related events.

FALCON 7X - MSN 167

The company has just introduced two new aircraft to the
market, a Falcon 7X and a Beechcraft Premier 1A. “This 7X
is a real beauty” says President Dominique Trinquet. “With
the substantial amount of extra options matched with a
pristine interior, I believe this aircraft will go quickly.” The
2007 Premier 1A MSN RB-196 is also a must-see aircraft.
Based in France, it has impeccable pedigree with engines
Premier 1A - MSN RB-196

enrolled on TAP Elite.
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It is not just birds that have been added to the nest for the
beginning of 2019. Boutsen Aviation is happy to welcome
a new member to the Monaco team. Benjamin Ribouleau
will act as the new market analyst, providing brokers with
the latest up-to-date statistics on the aviation industry as
well as assisting in the department of aircraft sourcing. “I’m
thrilled to be a part of Boutsen team,” says Mr. Ribouleau.
“Following the completion of my studies in Aerospace
Engineering, this is a perfect opportunity to combine my

Benjamin Ribouleau, Market Analyst

passion and knowledge in this new field...”

Finally, the team has been highly active with aviation

Aviation’s sales representative in India, to meet existing

events across Europe. Just this past week, sales broker

and potential new customers in the region. “The mission

Timothée Marcie has been in London for the Corporate

will take us to New Delhi as well as Mumbai” says Mr.

Jet Investor event, and Thierry Boutsen and Dominique

Boutsen, “and following the success of last year’s mission

Trinquet attended the annual Vienna Roundtable in

to Beijing, I am very much looking forward to what this

Austria. Prior to that, Mr. Boutsen attended the 3rd

trip will bring.”

Jet Aviation Customer Advisory Board meeting, also in
Vienna. The annual event is a gathering of Jet Aviation’s
most esteemed suppliers and customers. “External events
are extremely important for us” says Mr. Boutsen. “They
allow us to connect with other key players in Business
Aviation as well as expanding our presence in both
established and new potential markets.” Coming up
next at the beginning of February, as a member of the
Monaco Economic Board, Mr. Boutsen will participate in
an economic mission to India with 28 other Monegasque
Entrepreneurs. He will be joined by Atiesh Mishra, Boutsen
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